In this research, I analyze the collective and historical processes, which create the necessary conditions for the practice of gender discrimination to persist in one of the biggest public media intuitions in Poland, namely in the Polish Television (TVP). Through extensive ethnographic research and in-depth interviews, I documented how an oppressive organizational structure, first created during communism and today maintained through political parallelism (Dobek Ostrowska, 2011), became part of TVP's organizational culture. This culture has significant consequences for women's career prospects, as top power positions in public media in Poland remain associated with politics and masculinity. Herein, I first examine the oppressive organizational structure of TVP, as experienced by its employees; and next I argue that the resulting organizational culture, imposes unequal work demands on women in the organization and leads, even the female senior managers in TVP, to engage in defending the status quo by resisting women who violate the existing gender order by reaching for the "forbidden" top positions in the organization (Rudman et al., 2012) .
Introduction
"There are areas in the organization where men should be allowed to dominate. Because the can, because this is how they have organized this world, to be able to withdraw and forget about God's world." (Celestyna, female senior manager in public television in Poland) .
In this research I analyze the collective and historical processes, which create the necessary conditions for the practice of gender discrimination to persist in one of the biggest public media intuitions in Poland, namely in the Polish Television (TVP). Through extensive ethnographic research and in-depth interviews, I documented how an oppressive organizational structure, first created during communism and today maintained through political parallelism, became part of TVP's organizational culture. This culture has significant consequences for women's career prospects, as top power positions in public media in Poland remain associated with politics and masculinity (as can be seen in the opening quote).
Women's under-representation in top management positions and within the boards of media organizations around the world has been studied in the last few decades. The first global study to critically look at media organizations through gender perspective was commissioned by UNESCO and undertaken by Margaret Gallagher in 1995. Since then, many investigations have been conducted around the world (see for example : Ammu, 2005; Harrison et al., 2008; Mishra et al., 2008; North, 2009; Made & Lowe, 2010) . Most recently the International Women's Media Foundation published "The Global Report on the Status of Women in the News Media" (Byerly, 2011) and the European Institute for Gender Equality the "Review of the implementation of the Beijing Platform for Action in the EU Member States: Women and the Media" (EIGE, 2013) . Findings point to individual, structural and societal reasons for why hierarchical and vertical gender segregation in the media industry persists around the world. Individual level explanations draw attention to sex role stereotyping, prejudice and discrimination as primary reasons for male privilege in the media. Organizational level explanations point to male-biased workplace structures and cultures, reflected amongst others in obscured recruitment processes, the gender pay gap, sexual harassment; and societal-level explanations cover broader social, political and economic contexts in which media organizations function, for example looking at issue of media ownership (Carter et al., 1998; de Bruin & Ross, 2004; Ross & Byerly, 2004) .
In international studies, Poland in regards to women's situation in the media industry, is not doing either exceptionally bad or good, as compared to other EU countries (EIGE, 2013) and as compared to countries from the former Eastern-European block (Byerly, 2011) (Table 1 ). The diagnosis of these two reports put together indicates that more than half of tertiary level graduates for mediarelated careers in Poland are women and women make up nearly half of the media industry workforce. However, there are important gendered patterns that emerge: women are very close to parity with men in terms of overall numbers in the newsrooms and news-gathering and production roles at the junior and senior professional levels, but are seriously under-represented in the technical roles and over-represented in the ranks of sales support, finance and administration. When looking specifically at decision-making positions, the general trend is that women's participation increases as the level of the position decreases and both reports point to the existence of a glass ceiling in Poland in the media industry. The term glass ceiling refers to an invisible but nonetheless real barrier that women are likely to encounter at the workplace. If at a certain occupational level women constitute at least 40% of the labor force, but above that level their participation in the company's structure drops significantly, it can indicate that a glass ceiling exists in that place (Byerly, 2011, p. 28) . The EIGE report points to the existence of the glass ceiling in Poland already at the level of middle management, whereas the IWMF report finds the glass ceiling at the senior-management level in the media industry (Table  1) .
Karen Ross, who was responsible for the EIGE research, explains that the study did not find a direct link between the existence of gender equality policies in organizations and high number of women in decision-making positions. Rather, findings pointed to cultural context at different organizational levels as most significant for women's career prospects.
Ross further confirmed what other researcher find, namely that women are mostly overlooked for promotion for reasons other than their competence (Ross, 2014, p. 47) . Nevertheless, both the EIGE and the IWMF reports stress that without substantial structural changes, the process of achieving gender equality in the media sector is going to be slow. The IWMF report also points to problems of corruption and lack of transparency as still common in media institutions in the Eastern-European region.
Dobek-Ostrowska points out that a common problem of Central-Eastern European countries, amongst others, is the general low quality of democracy, seen in the unhealthy relations between political actors and the public institutions (2011, pp.45-47) . The process of consolidation of democracy in this region is hampered by political parallelism or what Herbut calls "the colonization of public administration" by the ruling parties (Herbut, 2002, p.110) . To ensure their strong and lasting position, ruling parties take control of public organizations, local government, non-public institutions and most importantly the public media, by placing party people in key positions in those institutions. In Poland, all public media institutions remain "colonized" by ruling parties since 1993, when reforms of electronic media after the fall of communism were introduced and the Radio and Television Act took effect.
In the opinion of the media expert Karol Jakubowicz, the corruption of the media system that followed after the reforms, was not due to a flawed law. The legislator made sure that politicians were deprived of the right to directly appoint public media authorities. However, due to immaturity of the democratic system and a poorly developed civil society, the "political colonization" of the National Broadcasting Council, which nominates the supervisory and management boards of all public media institutions, became officially legal after 2005. An amendment has been introduced to the initial Radio and Television Act that basically legalized a spoils system in the media, bringing Poland closer to particracy rather than democracy (Jakubowicz, 2007, p. 228) . Almost three decades after the fall of communism, the country is still not able to develop a transparent system to promote people to public offices, nor sufficiently control the actions of politicians (Dobek Ostrowska, 2011) , making the struggle for gender equality advancement in the Polish media particularly difficult.
In what follows, I first examine the oppressive organizational structure of TVP, as experienced by its employees (findings section); and next, I argue that the resulting hegemonic organizational culture, imposes unequal work demands on women in the organization and leads, even the female senior managers in TVP, to engage in defending the status quo by resisting women who violate the existing gender order by reaching for the "forbidden" top positions in the organization (Rudman et al., 2012) (discussion section).
Method

Theoretical perspective
Research presented in this paper is part of a PhD project "Gender in a media institution on the example of TVP S.A." where I explored the gendered normative frameworks, practices and principles TVP, as an organization, sets and follows, in regards to its recruitment policy, promotions, education, socialization, terms and conditions of employment and the consequences of these processes for the institutionalization of gender inequality in TVP. The relationship between gender equality and organizational structure is seen as actively sustained by power agents with interests in sustaining these inequalities. It is an active process of organizing social life of the organization, meaning that it can be organized to either depart from or reproduce the initial situation of inequality. In other words, social reproduction of gender inequality in an organizational setting is merely a possibility, not a necessary, unavoidable empirical outcome. However, for the processes that reproduce gender inequality to persist, they need to become stabilized (institutionalized) and that can only be done to the extent that groups who constitute a particular network (organization) have interest for these processes to remain unchanged. In other words, inequalities have to be maintained (Connell, 1987, p. 139-141 
Methodology
Ethnography is useful for studying how unequal representations in specific occupations come about and how cultural values are transmitted to create institutional inequity (Fetterman, 2010, p. 3) . As the objective of the study is to answer the fundamental question: why the progress in implementing the principle of gender equality in the media sector in Poland is slow, ethnography was my choice of research method. In turn, the choice to study organizational culture of Polish Television (TVP) was not accidental. As was already mentioned, TVP is the largest media organization in Poland, it is a public institution and as such it is obliged both by national and international law to implement and comply with gender equality policies, and thirdly this is the institution I, as a researcher, had access to. Interviews were transcribed and treated as text (van Zoonen, 1994) . Next, both the field notes and the interview text were coded, following key concepts and points that emerged from the data and reveled the nature of the organizational culture of TVP. For example stories and myths surrounding recruitment, hiring and promotional practices were analyzed. Data was also examined for different types of interactions and communication patterns between managers and employees, managers amongst themselves and employees amongst themselves that revealed the general workplace atmosphere and working culture of the organization.
Results
The in-depth interviews and extended period of ethnographic study offered deep insight into gendered relations, cultural norms and management practices as experiences by TVP employees and demonstrated how an oppressive hegemonic structure, first created during communism and today maintained through political parallelism (DobekOstrowska, 2011), became part of TVP's organizational culture.
What struck me several times during the interviews was the fact that a great number of employees didn't acknowledge the idea that a glass ceiling exists in TVP. The existence of the ceiling is clearly visible in the statistics, yet for many TVP employees this explanation had no justification. Employees pointed to the fact that TVP informally functions as two parallel institutions -'political TVP' and 'working TVP' -and when they were asked about women in key decision making positions they referred to the newsroom level, as level where the workers formal influence ends. The newsroom level is also the level in media organizations in Poland where women are relatively well represented in key-decision positions (Table 1: 44% of managers in newsrooms are women) and where their presence is established. However, the organizational structure of TVP doesn't end in the newsroom and after clarification that the question refers to the highest executive positions and the president of TVP, I learned that "it has always been a company where contests are dependent on political colors, therefore I don't know how to explain this, whether women do not work in politics?" (Kalina, manager in the newsroom, 20 years in TVP).
Employees not only accept such division, but also most of the interviewees were convinced that contests for top managerial positions, even if they were formalized, were always "semi transparent", that new mangers were "brought in briefcases" (meaning they were appointed outside of TVP) and that "political connections" and "networks" were more important than one's skills and experience. The career ladder for creative and administrative workers in TVP is thus much shorter than it seems, available to the middle and senior management levels. These are also levels in the company's structure where relatively large numbers of women occupy power positions (Table 1) .
What the employees are referring to, when they mention 'political TVP' and 'working TVP' is known as political parallelism or political colonization of public media institutions and is characteristic of the current Polish media system. 26 years after the political transformation it can be said that just as during the communist period all conflicts in the country focused on who has access to and control over mass media (Curry, 1982, p. 104) , so today all conflicts in the country concentrate around access to and control over public media. The current media system guarantees the ruling party's full control over the public media (Dobek-Ostrowska, 2011, p.45) . The fall of communism in 1989 did not therefore eliminate the nomenklatura system from the Polish media. Instead, the nomenklatura of a single Communist Party was replaced by a multiparty one (ibidem: p.47). The tradition of nomenklatura initiated during communism meant that key positions in the public administration, including in the media, were appointed on the Communist Party's recommendation (Gwiazda, 2008, p. 6) . The fact that today in Poland one can accurately determine the political affiliation of the president of public television proves that nomenklatura is still practiced by the ruling elites (Jakubowicz, 2007, p. 226; also Dobek-Ostrowska, 2011, pp. 45-46) . For TVP employee, many of whom were working in TVP during the communist era, this practice is so obvious that it becomes invisible, but nevertheless nepotism and corruption were the two most common explanations when employees were asked about recruitment and personnel policies in TVP. Other consequences of the permanent crisis of management caused by political parallelism include:
• Political changes that take place every few years in the country result in permanent restructuring and management turnover in TVP; • Non-professionals and so-called 'political paratroopers' are nominated to key positions in public media institutions, making them unavailable to qualified employees; • The new management mistrusts the employees (Jakubowicz, 2007, p. 252) .
Another consequence of the "political colonization" of TVP is the tradition of 'cleaning' the institution from the so called 'inherited' people or 'people of the rival crew'. This tradition apparently started during Maciej Szczepański's presidency in TVP (1972) (1973) (1974) (1975) (1976) (1977) (1978) (1979) (1980) 'bloody Maciej' as he began his presidency in TVP with extended layoffs. In the history of this institution it was the first purge of personnel on such scale (Wojtyński, 2011, p. 10) . Szczepański, in an interview published recently, admitted that when he began his presidency Polish television was like the Augean stables. Szczepański therefore, like Heracles, rolled up his sleeves and began to 'clean'. Approximately 450 people lost their jobs because according to Szczepański "five thousand people were employed, yet there were no specialists" (Modrzejewska, 2015) . Apparently it was not about imposing one's will through fear, but about ridding the institution of "wives, mistresses, lovers, fallen VIPs and so-called specialists who didn't have any qualifications to work in radio or TV" (Pikulski, 2002, p. 136) .
Both the language and the tradition of 'cleaning' have since become an integral part of the organizational culture of TVP. Longtime television employees in their memoirs speak of "losers", "waste", "deportees" of which each time new authorities had to 'purify' television from. Zoja, a senior professional in the newsroom, who has been working in TVP for 40 years, stated that exemptions related to the political change are a standard procedure in TVP.
Political cleaning mostly affects workers occupying senior management positions, from the 3 -4 levels of the organization (Table 1 ) and for this reason these positions are referred to by employees as 'the carousel'. One can ride the carousel only for a short period of time. If a middle level manager is promoted to a senior managerial position, outside of the newsroom, the rule is that his/her return to the newsroom most likely won't be possible. As Melania, a manager in the newsroom with 31 years of experience in TVP, explains:
"The carousel of positions in this company means that once you were a boss with the next political change you will have to seek work outside television. I know exactly of one person who after the political change, went back to what he was doing before the promotion. Most people have to leave after their managerial ride, which doesn't mean that at one point they won't come back for another ride on the carousel."
The explanation of this rule is very simple. Since all power positions in TVP are connected to politics, anyone who occupies such a position becomes associated with politics. Even if their promotion was achieved through hard work and years of experience, they become 'people of the rival crew' once new political elites take over the governance of public media.
Uncertainty of work on "the carousel" dissuades many people from accepting promotion to senior management positions. Apoloniusz, a manager in the newsroom with 17 years of work experience in TVP, turned down a promotion for this reason. As he explains: "I know these mechanisms here. You can only be a director for a short while and after that it is difficult to come back to the newsroom. So I said I prefer to do my thing". However, I heard this argument from women much more often. As women's political networks are weaker they are much more cautious than men when it comes to accepting positions on "the carousel." Melania, continues:
"Women who work here are very aware of the seasonality of the power positions, therefore, they do not want to go there ... we have a very strong political arrangement here and men are more active than women in politics. There are many wise women here, but they prefer to do their jobs. Professionally they are doing what they should be doing and they don't get involved in political games." Lucyna, with 25 years of work experience in TVP, also occupying a managerial position in the newsroom:
"I went through all possible positions here except the managerial ones. These I do not wish to my worst enemy,…, managerial positions are screwed, absolutely, precisely because of such issues as nepotism, limited possibilities and corruption which no one wants to admit they exist but once in position, for example as department manger they know they can't fire certain people who should normally be expelled due to lack of qualifications."
Occupying managerial positions in the newsroom (level 5) is safer in regards to employment security. This does not mean, however, that the creative staff in the newsroom is not affected with each political re-organization and that people maintain their positions and working conditions. Workers in newsrooms, including full-time employees, work according to newsroom schedule. Each month their income depends on whether or not they have been included in the newsroom schedule. For example, if a senior editor's name disappears from the schedule, this does not mean that s/he is fired from TVP, only that s/he just lost the opportunity to earn in that particular newsroom. As the remuneration system in public media is based on a minimum basis supplied by royalties for all activities one performs in the newsroom, it is very easy for the new managers to control and discipline newsroom staff by simply removing them from the schedule. This system of royalties has been developed and implemented during communism, where due to staff shortages the censorship authorities struggled to maintain a firm grip on the publications and programs prepared by television and radio employees. The censorship system that was developed on one hand controlled key positions in all state media institutions by filling them according to the Party's nomenklatura. On the other hand, financial pressures on journalists and columnists made it easier for the Party to persuade workers to write according to the Party's line. Self-censorship forced by royalties ensured that even if journalists possessed information that was inconvenient for the Communist Party, they would not waste time preparing publications, which they knew in advance, would not pass the censor's desk (Curry, 1982, pp. 106-107) . Middle level management therefore, at least, has the possibility of migrating within the company, i.e. searching for assignments in other newsrooms or departments of TVP, if the new political current turns out unfavorable for them. Michał, a senior manager in the newsroom with 13 years of work experience in TVP, explains:
"Often if someone was promoted to managerial post in the newsroom because they are good, when the top elite changes they are considered 'from the rival crew' and removed from the position. The ban will last a few years, and after another political change, those who were worse off are now better, and those who were better off are now worse and so the circle As Michał mentioned, not only managerial positions are 'cleaned' after political reshuffles at the top, but also the cast of the most prestigious primetime programs. The schedule method is also applied here. Some young employees perceive this practice as natural. Witalis, senior professional in the newsroom with 6 years of work experience in TVP, says: "Sorry, club law applies here. The boss can choose whoever he wants to work with." However, most employees see the club law, in the words of a longterm TVP employee Tadeusz Zakrzewski, as a hostile practice that basically comes down to management nominating people "to be gunned down." This method has been practiced since the inception of Dziennik Telewizyjny, the main news program broadcasted during communism from 1958 till 1989, the central propaganda tool of the Communist Party. "Each time a new team took over leadership in the Communist Party, the so-called disgraced faces were removed from the screen, as the new leaders at the expense of most recognized journalists, wanted to gain credibility in the eyes of the society" (Zakrzewski, 2003, p. 8 Witold, a senior professional in the newsroom with 5 years of work experience in TVP:
"I experienced huge personal upheavals here. I was on the top, after returning from a mission I received the TVP President's Award for dedicated service, and two months later I was fired. The director changed, and the new one said my position in the newsroom was too strong and I lost my contract. He said I could stay but only as a self-employee."
The "rollercoaster" not only does not let people feel safe in this organization but above all, in the eyes of many employees is a degrading and humiliating practice. Most interviewees, both male and female, reported they feel that nobody cares and respects their work. Here are some bitter reflections on the experience of working in TVP:
"This company doesn't respect the people who work here and devote their life to this institution. I am an example of this. I've been working here for over 20 years without a real job contract! I've done everything here, from live reporting to cinematography, to video editing. Yet, nobody ever told me I am needed here. After all, isn't a job contract such a confirmation?" (Gracjan, a male manager in the newsroom, 21 years in TVP)
"At the moment I am depressed, I feel completely humiliated. From good position, from being the face of the most important news program, you know you are making some steps, you think you are growing professionally,…, at some point one of the private stations wanted to hire me so TVP offered me a 'superstar' contract so I would stay here. But this was a one-year contract and in the meantime the management changed, they brought new girls with them, who from being weather presenters suddenly became news anchors, and I was relegated to a substitute position." (Klara, a senior professional in the newsroom, 8 years in TVP)
Trust, which the whole 'cleaning' practice allegedly is about, affects the management -staff relations. With each change, the creative staff is not only afraid of losing their position in the company, but they also fear the type of management style and professional competences the new bosses will bring to the company. "We are always excited if the managerial position was taken by someone who has at least a vague idea about television work" (Lucyna, a manager in the newsroom, 25 years in TVP). Stories about how bakers or electricians are taking executive positions in TVP are part of the organizational culture of this institution. When asked whether the sex of the new boss was important, most people answered that it was the intelligence and professionalism that was important to them, not the sex of the new boss. Manuela, with 35 years of work experience in TVP, who occupies a managerial position in the newsroom, explains why each management change makes her worried about her job:
"Each time I'm afraid of how my cooperation with these new people will look. Once a new director turned out to be former director of a sugar factory. He had no idea about journalism. Currently the boss is our former colleague from the newsroom and we love him! He is trying to do something. I don't know how much strength and time he will be given, but I pray every day that he stays here."
The employees of TVP suffer the consequences of bad decisions made by individuals without appropriate experience or skills. New management often arrives with ideas to restructure the company, however, the only good that comes out of restructuring, according to the employees, is "disorganization", "chaos", and "overwhelming bureaucracy."
"The omnipresent administration. Tons of papers. I have so many papers, tons of papers to fill, everything needs to be printed. It's beyond me. To give out a cassette I have to fill out a paper, then another paper for the archives, this is a terrible foolishness. When I hear there will be another restructuring, I know that more papers to fill out are coming". 
Discussion
In the findings section I have demonstrated what consequences, the socially and historically constructed oppressive organizational structure of TVP, has for the employees. In the following section I will argue that the resulting organizational culture, is not only actively maintained by people who have political power in the country but, in turn, is stabilized by ideological sex-stereotyping, that allows for the practice of gender discrimination to remain unchanged. Because organizational structures legitimize certain cultural and normative beliefs and discourses about power and femininity and masculinity, in it not surprising that in an environment where the top power positions in the organization are politically corrupted, amongst those who engage in defending the gender hierarchy, are also female managers. Inasmuch as TVP employees understand the organizational order of public television, they still need to be able to legitimize the existing social structures. Researchers have shown that our needs to legitimize existing social structures are pervasive and often nonconscious, and that defending the gender hierarchy is the key motive for why people engage in discriminatory practices and reject women who disrupt the status quo (Rudman et al., 2012) . In turn, the hegemonic gender hierarchy, places unequal expectations on women in the organization, as if expecting them to 'prove' their suitability for the decision-making posts.
"I shouldn't have tried to reach for it"
One obvious consequence of the politicization of the recruitment and promotion processes in TVP, namely the granting of key decision-making positions through political networks, is that people who have no access to such networks are automatically eliminated from the recruitment processes (Collinson et al., 1990) . Political parallelism however, has additional consequences for female TVP employees. As the corrupted system becomes part of the organizational culture and the hierarchical gender order is taken for granted by TVP employees (us 'workers' versus them 'politicians' mentality), rejecting women who disrupt the status quo, by reaching for the top positions in the organization (for the "forbidden fruit"), becomes justified, even amongst senior female managers in the organization.
Power positions in TVP are associated with masculinity. A good manager is someone who behaves in a masculine way. This culture of management is reinforced by the "old boys club" and is not questioned by TVP employees for a very simple reason. Anyone who protests against these practices is at risk of losing their job. When Celestyna, a senior manager with 17 years of work experience in TVP was asked "Which experience of working in TVP do you most remember"? she answered:
"Fake competition which the TVP President organized. I applied for this position unaware that everything was already decided,..., for half a year a media smear campaign happened against me. I reached for the forbidden fruit. That (position) was reserved for a very small group of buddies. I shouldn't have tried to reach for it."
These statements "I reached for the forbidden fruit" and "I shouldn't have tried to reach for it" are very symbolic and show how the corrupted by politicians structure of the company becomes accepted as "this is how things are." Given the manner in which discriminatory practices of recruitment, promotion and organization of work have been institutionalized in TVP, one can suggest an alternative to the official organizational chart of the organization (Table 1) . Positions from the first and second level of the organization and partly also from the third level of management are completely out of reach of TVP employees, as they are awarded according to the nomenklatura. Positions from the third and fourth levels of the organization are very unstable and referred to as "the carousel". The "rollercoaster" characterizes the fifth management level and partially also the senior professional positions in TVP. Managers who participated in this research came from the "the carousel" and "the rollercoaster" level of TVP, as the first and second level of the organization, turned out to be completely out of my reach, as the researcher. Researchers who study gender discrimination within organizations indicate that transparency in recruitment, promotions and pay, are important institutional procedures that can eliminate the phenomenon of the glass ceiling from organizations (Rudman & Phelan, 2008; EIGE, 2013) . In institutions where these practices are far from being transparent, one can expect gender stereotypes to be more salient as both women and men are far more likely to resort to stereotypes and prejudices when no clear criteria are available for judgment and evaluation. These ideological constraints further alienate women who happen to find themselves amongst power elites. Not surprisingly, combining power with masculinity and politics is regarded by TVP employees as something natural. Such essentialist gender ideology was strongest when people were referring to senior managerial positions in the organization and confirms what researchers have found, namely that women who try to disrupt gender hierarchy experience the strongest prejudice (Rudman et al., 2012) . As was already mentioned, when people were asked whether the sex of the new boss was important to them, most answered that intelligence and competences were far more important. However, amongst those who preferred a male boss, stereotypical opinions prevailed about women in power positions and they became more explicit as the level of responsibility rose. Celestyna, the already mentioned female manager, when asked about her preferences without hesitation replied: "If I had to choose between a competent guy with a good personality and a hysterical lady then why would I choose her? I prefer to work with men because they are more decisive", taking it for granted that a woman manager would have to be a hysterical person. Upon asking whether her opinion would change, if the potential woman had a good personality, she replied: "If she was a decisive woman, no problem. For me it is not a matter of gender, but certain personality traits that make it easy to work with such a person. Merits should decide, not sex", smoothly going back from personality traits to competence. This mechanism is well known among psychologists who study the effects of stereotyping during interviews. Bowles, Babcock & Lai showed that women in situations of recruitment or negotiations are evaluated for different characteristics than men. Once women's professional qualifications have been confirmed, they are assessed for social skills. This effect does not occur in the case of male candidates (2007; see also : Rudman & Phelan, 2008) . Approx. 30% of all people who were interviewed in this study, both men and women, for similar reasons felt that their supervisor should be a man. Women in decision-making positions, those from "the carousel" level and higher, turned out to be worse bosses for reasons that coincided with cultural stereotypes about gender. Professional qualifications of potential women managers were not at all mentioned, instead I heard that women in power positions are vicious, false, less concrete than men, more moody, emotional and conflict prone and are more preoccupied with gossip than men. A typical opinion of a female journalist who expressed her belief that managers need to possess male characteristics: "Never in my life would I accept a managerial position in this company,..., you have to be a butch type of a woman, able to put your foot when needed or throw a fit" (Klara, a senior professional in the newsroom, 8 years in TVP). Idalia, also a female manager in the newsroom with 20 years of work experience in the media: "In the newsroom I have always had women leaders, but all the CEOs were actually men. If a woman was offered a promotion, it was on the principle that she was an iron woman, nasty, a slut or a drunkard, or no one wanted to have sex with her. There was always a flaw". Ada, a senior female manager with 16 years of work experience in TVP: "women in power positions behave like men, I don't understand why. Even in their body language,…, Agnes was a very nice lady and once she became a boss she became worse than the guys, she even started to dress like a man."
COMMUNICATION PAPERS -MEDIA LITERACY & GENDER STUDIES-
Female managers who participated in the study, from "the carousel" level of management in TVP, applied even stricter criteria when evaluating female bosses from the nomenklatura level. From Brunona, a senior manager with 17 years of work experience in TVP, I heard: "The top positions are reserved for nasty women." The organizational structure of TVP fosters a culture that aggressively devalues everything that is regarded as feminine, forcing women to adapt to such oppressive ideologies and even engage in defending the gender status quo, by either rejecting women who reach for the "forbidden fruit" as nasty and unwomanly (as can be seen in the statement of Brunona), or by coming to terms with the fact that power positions are not for women (as can be seen in the statement of Celestyna):
"A woman in TVP can reach the level of a vicedirector at the most, but only if her parents agree to raise her children. Women who achieve highest levels are childless, have no empathy and immediately take on masculine roles in the organization" (Brunona);
"There are areas in the structure of television, where only men should be. They have the privilege to be able to switch off their personal life. Because even if a single woman gets promoted she will still miss people after spending hours here every day. And either she will become like a man and adopt behaviors completely unnatural for us, or she will exaggerate. This may not seem cool, but there are areas in life where men should be allowed to dominate. Because the can, because this is how they have organized this world, to be able to withdraw and forget about God's world" (Celestyna).
The seemingly natural barriers women face when reaching for top decision-making positions, that Celestyna mentions, namely long working hours, requirements of full availability and flexibility, the need to separate work from personal life, these are all features of work that privilege masculinity (O'Brien, 2015) . However, it is worth noting that these expectations seem only problematic for women who aspire to decision-making positions and therefore are ideological in nature. There are some facts that confirm this. Firstly, the nature of journalistic or so called 'creative' work is exactly the same. In fact, television employees are always required to be flexible and work in non-standardized hours. "You never know the day or the hour" is a popular expression journalists use to describe their work. Yet, there is gender parity in the newsrooms, with women occupying almost 50% of all decisionmaking positions. This fact negates the argument that women are unable to 'sacrifice' family life and reconcile work and personal life. Opinions expressed about women in decision positions in newsrooms are much more diverse and gender stereotyping practically does not appear. Employees rather draw attention to the intelligence and competence of managers rather than their sex. Furthermore, the argument that men are not 'burdened' with personal lives is refuted by some men, including men in leadership positions who have in the past refused promotion opportunities or resigned from projects if they felt these would interfere with their family life. The statement by Gracjan, occupying a managerial position in the newsroom, with 21 years of work experience in TVP, shows that also men are not always willing to work at any price:
"When my daughter was born, work was very intensive. I was gone for 4 days and only came home to repack and would leave again. I functioned this way until the day when my daughter, who was one year and two month old at that time, saw me in television and started kissing the screen and screaming daddy, daddy. She hasn't seen me for two months at that point. And it was a shock to me. I decided to put an end to that and changed my priorities, changed how I was working. Some projects I had to give up, but this was like a bucket of cold water on the head."
Nikodem, a senior professional in the newsroom, with 10 years of work experience in TVP, who tries to maintain the balance between family life and work, when asked if he felt he had to sacrifice something to be in the position he is in today, replied:
"No, sometimes I have opposite reflections and wonder that perhaps I should be sacrificing my private life a little more for the sake of my career or something like that? But then there are moments that put me back in the right perspective. Like when I see people who for years left the TVP building at 22:00 only to discover one day that their ID card has been deactivated. They were fired and no one even said thank you."
Hard-working "loonies"
Women who aspire to senior managerial positions find themselves in a Catch-22 situation. In order to be perceived as qualified they must present themselves as decisive and assertive, yet when they do behave in such a way, they risk experiencing prejudice for behaving counter stereotypically (Rudman et al., 2012) . One of the strategies women in such situations may adopt is become extra diligent. Still, this strategy may or may guarantee success.
"When I was a director, all my deputies were always women. The reason being that women are more hard-working than men. It is a separate question whether they need to be so hard-working, but I am simply stating a fact, that they are,…, Perhaps the reason why there are more men in power positions in the media is how stressful this profession is. Men focus on work differently from women. They pay attention to different things. Perhaps this makes it easier for those who decide about promotions to nominate men? In addition to very decisive women. There is a group of women who are very decisive, precise, perfectly able to delegate tasks, etc. But also these women must be careful not to come off as loonies. Because a guy will be concrete and firm and a woman can be a loony". Even if it is true that managerial jobs require long working hours and great devotion to the workplace, women are expected to put even greater number of hours and demonstrate even a greater commitment than men. They also have to come to terms with these double standards that relate to their work. Like in the case of senior female manger Brunona, who in a conversation with the president of TVP, drew attention to the fact that she was expected to complete a very complex task in an unrealistically short time, she heard: "If the task was easy I wouldn't have employed you." It is no wonder that the same manager believes that women are only offered a place on "the carousel" when the position is very demanding and no men is interested in it: "These positions on the carousel generally are taken. If there is a vacancy and they can't find a man who would like that job they will promote a women, let her toil!" (Brunona)
Honorata, a senior professional in the newsroom, with 11 years of work experience in TVP takes pride in her diligence: "In my last job I had a boss and he appreciated my diligence in this way that instead of hiring 6 people to do a job he could hire just 3. He said he chose me because he knew how I work!" The fact that she was expected to literally do the work of three people, gave her a reason for satisfaction. The question one would like to ask in this situation is whether her effort was adequately financially rewarded? After all in a capitalist society people work for money, not for appreciation. Elwira, a senior manager with 18 years of work experience in TVP, experienced such expectations to be the case. When she was promoted from the position of a senior specialist to a managerial position, she asked for a raise. The increase in salary she asked for was supposed to match her salary to other managers. A raise she was able to estimate thanks to her financial position in the company. However, her request was declined and called unrealistic: "Everything has been blocked by people from the upper levels in the company, probably because the increase in salary was so big. For them it would be perfect if I agreed to the promotion without changing the salary." Elwira finally negotiated some raise, but she remembers this period as a very stressful and humiliating time.
Newsroom employees, whose salaries depend on royalties, were the only ones who thought that gender pay gap didn't exist in TVP. On the other hand, all female senior managers knew that their salaries were smaller than their peers. For Ada the answer to the question whether women in the same positions as men earned as much, was obvious: "No! I'm sure not, I'm sitting in a room with a colleague who in the same position as me and he earns 3 thousand more. It's depressing. I would understand if it was 300zł, but 3 thousand?" A similar number was mentioned by Brunona: "When I was promoted I inherited the desk after the previous director and I found his pay slip. He was making 3 thousand more than me."
Some employees believe that the reason why there is such a great number of women in decision making positions in newsrooms is due to the fact that work demands are growing, whereas conditions and pay are deteriorating. Researchers call this the "velvet ghetto" effect (EIGE, 2013, p. 33) . Manuela, manager in the newsroom, explains:
"The majority of production managers are women. Very few men would withstand this stress. We had some but when they saw how much paper work is involved in this work they fled to another position. Now we have only two male production managers. Men prefer to do simpler things that are better paid and we are stuck with this heavy work load. This is not cool".
Kalina, also a manager in the newsroom, with 20 years of work experience in TVP, accepts this patriarchal order as natural:
"Women are more hard working and this is the reason why they are the main workforce here, while men are the bosses managing this group of women,..., This is connected to the fact that men simply expect to earn more money."
The fact that there are no official work assessment procedures in TVP makes the hard-working strategy a very risky one. Franciszek, a senior manager, when asked about work assessment in TVP replied: 
Conclusion
The consistent themes that arose among employees and middle level managers regarding TVP organizational culture were the lack of transparency in assigning decision-making positions, an atmosphere of fear and enemy-building managerial style, authoritarian and disrespectful communication between management and employees. Recognizing that the transfer of political power from communist to more democratic political leadership in 1989, did not contribute to dramatic changes in the public media structure and that political parallelism in public media in Poland has consequences for media independence and for employees well-being is an important step in understanding how gender inequality persists in the public media in Poland. This ethnographic study revealed that the socially and historically constructed oppressive organizational structure of TVP, actively maintained by people who have political power in the country, is in turn stabilized by ideological sex-stereotyping against women in top positions, that even senior female managers engage in. This finding confirms what the EIGE report found, namely that women's presence in the workforce and women's presence in top-decision making are two separate issues (EIGE, 2013) . Tackling issues of gender inequality in the public media in Poland has to start with recognizing that the problem of structural inequality in public media stems directly from politicians themselves, who far too often in recommendations of organizations such as the Council of Europe or the European Union are seen as the solution rather than the problem.
